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Chapter 1
Electronic mail has unfulfilled potential

Person-to-person electronic mail is
used in four main ways

 

Electronic mail has enormous potential as a universal transport
mechanism both within and between companies. Emerging systems
will have the capability of forging strong links with suppliers and
customers, and of enabling communication to take place between
business applications within companies, thusfacilitating the
redesign of business processes.
Yet for many,electronic mail systemsare seen astrivial ♥ designed
by programmers, installed without vision, purpose, training or
justification as an ☁added extra☂, and used only by enthusiasts. This
is the image, and in manyorganisations,thereality, of electronic
mail, and it presents the biggest obstacle to exploiting its full
potential. Those organisations that are able to see beyond this
image, and to understand the potential that is developing as the
technology matures and standards becomeestablished, can achieve
significant business benefits.
The key characteristics of electronic mail areits ability to address
individuals and its inherent store-and-forward capability. These
differentiate it from other communications media suchas telephone,
facsimile, telex, online computer systems and data communications
networks,and give it some unique advantages. The most important
of these is decoupling the sender from thereceiver. At a personal
level, this means that the sender does not have to wait for the
receiver to be ready, andthereceiver can accept messages whenever
itis most convenient. Ofgreater future significance, it provides an
efficient, standard means of communication between otherwise
incompatible computer applications.
Manyorganisations are already gaining significant benefits from
the widespread use of person-to-person mail systems and are
finding that this leads to new ways of working. As the technology
matures, a new generation ofelectronic mail systemsis emerging,
with the potential to become a general-purpose communications
medium between people and computer systems. Manybusinesses
are still unawareofthis wider potential. Furthermore, manyofthe
electronic mail systems in use today are not an appropriatebasis
for the new types ofbusiness application.

Person-to-person electronic mail
systems can provide benefits
Basic electronic mail systems provide a communications medium
between people ♥ most commonly as a meansof exchanging and
disseminating information in the form of messages. Some organ-
isations are also beginningto use electronic mailforfile distribution,
for the joint production ofelectronic material, and for automating



 

Chapter 1 Electronic mail has unfulfilled potential

the completion and transmission of forms. Used in these ways,
person-to-person electronic mail provides a convenient and
manageable communications service. Figure 1.1 describes howGirocentrale Wien uses electronic mail in all four of these ways.
Thelevelofbenefit from person-to-person electronic mail depends
on the type of organisation andthe prevailing cultural attitudes,
butit is particularly effective in supporting greater organisational
flexibility and promoting new ways of working.
 Figure 1.1 Girocentrale uses person-to-personelectronic mail in each ofthe four main ways a

Girocentrale Wien is a worldwide bank, providing specialist services to largecorporate clients. The bank☂s headoffice is in Vienna, and there are branches inNew York, Sydney, Hong Kong, London, Zurich, Milan and Budapest. The bankalso has representatives in Prague and Berlin. Girocentrale uses a Wangoffice-automation system,introduced five years ago,to provide electronic mailservices to the head office and branches.
The electronic mail service is used by Girocentrale in several ways. Mailmessages are exchangedwith branchesto provide day-to-day operatinginformation, to schedule meetings,or to discuss a particular issue. The mailsystem is also usedasa bulletin-board service. All Press information is put onthe bulletin board one daybeforeit is released to the press, keeping companyemployeesinformed about the progressof the business.
The mail system is also used for both the distribution and production ofdocuments. Finished documents, such as reports and orders, are distributedbetweenthe bank's offices around the world. The mail system is also used toproduce documents,whichare drafted and passed between departments usingelectronic mail. Computerfiles containing data andfinancial information are alsotransferred from New York and Londonto Vienna using electronic mail. Thefinancial information is then incorporatedinto reports.
Girocentrale has used the forms-processing capabilities of electronic mail toimproveits service to customers wantingletters of credit. These can now beready in a matter of days, rather than the two or more weeks previously required.A standard form for a letter of credit is held by each branch.If a branchCustomerrequestsa letter of credit, the form is completed and sent to Vienna forchecking and authorisation. The receiving departmentin Vienna examinestheContentsof the form, and checksthis againstotherinformation held on internalsystems, such as pasthistory and credit limits. The letter of credit is then agreedbetweenthe branch and the head office, and routed through the bankforapproval.
Each person involved hasto decide whatto do with the form, what to check andwhat to complete. Each person hasto consolidate or transfer any data neededfor the form manually, then route the form to the next intended recipient.Subsequent amendments are confirmedwith the issuing branch overelectronicmail. Once approved bythe board in Vienna,theletter of credit is sent back tothe issuing branch, again via electronic mail.   

Electronic messaging can improve communicationsbetween people
Electronic mail is most often used to disseminate information,inthe form of messages, between individuals and within groups ofpeople. Typical uses ofelectronic mail within companiesare to sup-port sales and distribution operations, project and product groups,research and development activities, and product design. Forexample, Cummins Engine (a US-based engine manufacturingcompany with a worldwidedistribution network)has an electronicmail system that handles one million transactions a day from16,000 users. In addition to Cummins employees,the system is usedby 1,200 distributors and 1,000 customers and suppliers for whom 

Electronic mail supports organi-sationalflexibility and new
ways of working
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Chapter 1 Electronic mail has unfulfilled potential

it provides news and advice on each product (including changes),
information about training courses andso on.
In some organisations, particularly large global enterprises,
question-and-answer use of electronic mail is of paramount
importance. Onechiefexecutive from a Europeanoil company,for
example, justified the cost of a leased communications line from
Europe to Latin Americasolely on the needfor electronic mailto
help his decision-making. Heusesitto fire off requests for the up-
to-date statistics and information that are vital to his work.
Electronic mailis also a particularly useful meansofdisseminating
information whenthere is an event of company-wide importance,

Electronic mail can be used to such asa crisis or a takeoverbid. Information can bedistributed
broadcast messages to everyone on anelectronic mail distribution list within minutes.

Electronic mail wasusedin this wayto distribute full and accurate
information to all offices while a company wasin the process of
being taken over. The company concernedbelieves that, because
everyone was kept fully informed, it was able to retain full staff
commitment, particularly among middle managers.

Electronic mail is a convenientfile-distribution
mechanism
The messages transported by a mail system can haveother in-
formation attached to them,suchasa file, an imageor an additional
text document.In this situation, the mail message is equivalent to
a compliment slip or a covering note. The mail system has no
intrinsic knowledgeof the contents of the attached items, whose
format and structure are independentofthe electronic mail system.
The mail system is, in effect, being used as an electronic courier
service.
Someorganisations are beginning to use the file-attachment
capabilities of electronic mailto transfer files between people in
the organisation. Typical file-transfer applications are the distri-
bution ofcompleted reports andoffinancial information for manage-
mentaccounting.Pilkington (a UK-based glass manufacturer), for
example, uses electronic mail as part of its accounting function;
this has reduced the time it takes to consolidate accounts from
aroundthe group from eightto four days.

As afile-distribution mechanism, The alternative to transferringfiles via electronic mailis to use a
electronic mail is an alternative conventional data communications system. Electronic mail has

to conventional data advantages whereit is the only common communications medium
communications betweenall the locations and in cases wherethere is no guarantee

that the receiving workstation is switched on andable to accept a
transferredfile.

Electronic mail can speed up the production process
Person-to-person electronic mail can also be used as part of a
production process. In many companies, the people who work
togetheron a project are not necessarily located in the sameplace,
but the outputs they produce (in the form of electronic material)

With electronic mail, remote staff need to be consolidated into a final product. Their outputs may be
can transfer contributions toa sections of a documentor a report, a body of research material, an

production centre engineering model, or a software application. Electronic mail
enables remote staffto transfer their contributionsto thespecialist
staff who will combine and consolidate the various contributions.
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Chapter 1 Electronic mail has unfulfilled potential

In effect, electronic mail can be used as the conveyorbelt in the
production process.
The European Space Agency, for example, uses electronic mail to
work with contractors on the document-production aspects of
engineering projects. The agency has its own electronic mail
network with 15,000 external mailboxes. Engineering-contracting
companies use these mailboxes to deliver engineering-design
documents throughtheelectronic mail network, whichis also used
to distribute the documents throughout the agency.
Although electronic mail is used by a growing numberof organ-
isations in this way, to transfer items to the next point in a
document-production process,it is not straightforward to achieve
this. The main difficulty is that document production ina multi- In @ multivendor environment,
vendorenvironmentisstill fraught with difficulties, because ofthe document production via
absence ofcommonstandards for document formats. The simplest ¢/ectronic mail is still
solutionis to restrict all participants to using a mail system from @#/ficulé
a single supplier and the same document-production software.

Electronic mail can be used to automate
forms handling
Whenapplied to automate forms, electronic mail can improve the
service provided to customers and can streamline internal admini-
strative procedures. Commonexamplesofadministrative forms that
can be automated with electronic mail are time recording, expense
handling, personnel records, registrations of new employees,
advertisements for training courses andjob openings, requests for
office supplies and so on. The Hughes Aircraft Company has
introduced an Electronic Routeing and Approval system, based on
its electronic mail network, for the approval ofdocuments. Hughes
estimates that this has reduced the approval time for some
documents by 70 per cent.
Usedin this way, electronic mail systems can be aneffective tool
for supporting simple business procedures, particularly for con- Electronic mail can support simplesolidating common information from diverse sources, or as a business proceduresreplacement of simple paper forms. When a form, such as an
insurance-claim form, is part of a business procedure, that
procedure can be speeded up.

Person-to-person electronic mail canpromote new ways of working
Used in the ways described above, electronic mail serves as an
enabling mechanism for creating an organisation that is more
flexible and betterable to respondquickly to change.In particular,
electronic mail opens up new opportunities for people to worktogether. This may be simply by promoting team working and |cooperation within a company, by making it possible to create }multidisciplinary teams that cut across departmental or geo-graphical boundaries.

Location independence
The fast and comprehensive communications provided by elec-tronic mail enablestaffworking on a commontaskto be located at  
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different sites or even in different countries. Some UScorporations,
for example, are beginning to develop software in third-world
countries whereskilled labour is less expensive. Electronic mail
supports the detailed dialogue that has to take place between the
developers and those who commission the software (and also
provides the meansof recordingthe dialogue). It also provides the
communications channel for delivering the completed software.
In several studies, electronic mail has been identifiedas critical
factor in enabling organisations to operate transnationally. Many
of the companies that we spoke to stated that they could not
continue to operate globally without the support provided byelec-
tronic mail. In one company,for example, a project involving team
members from Singapore, Germany and the United States could
not have continued without the electronic mail facilities that
enabled the individuals to communicate on a day-by-day basis.
Electronic mail is particularly effective in global working because
it provides both a store-and-forward service between sender and
receiver, and one-to-many communications. The store-and-forward
natureofelectronic mail enablesa full (butoff-line) ☁conversation☂
to take place between peoplein different time zones. The one-to-
many communicationsfacilities provided by electronic mail also
enable an individual in a transnational company to gain rapid
access to relevant experts, wherever they maybe located.

Fewerface-to-face meetings
Someorganisationsfear that the introduction of electronic mail will
turn employees into ☁battery chickens, plugged permanently into
a computer screen☂, who have no need for direct interpersonal
communication. Electronic mail does indeed reduce the need for
face-to-face meetings, sometimes to great advantage. During the
GulfWarin early 1991,for example, there was a huge increase in
the use of electronic mail as companies cut back on international
air travel. In addition, many international businesses are
increasingly usingelectronic mail, rather than videoconferencing,
to keep in contact, realising that face-to-face meetings are not
essential. In general, however, webelieve that other factors such
as the building layout and design, the organisation culture, and
the type of work have more influencethanelectronic mail on the
way in which colleagues work together and the communications
channels they prefer to adopt.

Cooperation within ad hoc teams
Electronic mailis particularly effective within an organisation that
works on a project or matrix basis when individuals from different
departments needto work together. In such

a

situation, electronic
mail can promote interworking and cooperation within teams of
people by providing shared access to a common pool of expertise
and information.
Electronic mail has, however, been less successful in large
hierarchical organisations. The problem is that departmental
managersare suspiciousofthe ability that electronic mail provides
to cut across the formal hierarchy. We know ofone organisation
that had to modify its system so that a departmental head could
approve mail messages that were sent out from his department.
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Electronic mail can meet a wider range
of business needs
The purposeofthis report is to highlight the fundamental changes
that are taking place in the uses to which electronic mail can be
put. Today, the most commonuseis for simple text messaging,
although, as we pointed out earlier, some organisations are be-
ginning to use electronic mail for other purposes. These additional
applications providepointers to the wider usesofelectronic mail,
althoughit is not particularly convenient to adapt existing systems
so they can be used in new ways. However, the technology of
electronic mail systemsis advancing rapidly, and is overcoming the
limitationsofexisting systems. Wedescribe the main developments
in the technology in Chapter2.
These developments mean thatelectronic mail will evolve to become
a general means ofcommunication between people, between people
and computer systems, and between computer systems(see Figure
1.2). The use of electronic mail as a means of communication both
with and between computers will bring new opportunities. In
particular, electronic mail standards will permit incompatible
computer systems to communicate. This provides an important new
 
Figure 1.2 Electronic mail will become a general means of communication

between people and computer systems, and between computersystems
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Chapter 1 Electronic mail has unfulfilled potential

way ofcommunicating with customers andsuppliers andalso with
different partsofa devolved organisation. In Chapter3, we describe
how electronic mail will be used in the future as developments
currently underwayunleashthefull powerof the technology.
The mainbarriers to achieving the full potential of electronic mail
are within the organisation itself. They include a failure to recognise
the widerpotential applications of electronic mail and to convince
senior managersofthe benefits, opposition to new waysofworking,
and inappropriate supporting managementstructures. To exploit
the full potential of electronic mail, it should be promoted and
managedas part of the corporate infrastructure. Managersatall
levels in the organisation need to appreciate how mail systems can
be used,in order to identify opportunities both within the business
and with its trading partners. In Chapter4, we set out the steps
that need to be taken to create the right level of organisational
understanding and support.
To achieveits full potential, electronic mail should also be managed
as an integralpart ofthe technical infrastructure. The development
of a comprehensiveelectronic mail infrastructureis a complex and
time-consumingactivity, and in a large organisation, can take
several years to achieve. However,the rapid advances in electronic
mail systems and their application make it imperative that an
organisation establishes quickly a clear set of rules and standards
for electronic mail. Unless this is done, membersrun twodistinct
risks. First, they will be unable to take advantage of new waysof
working, and new business opportunities made possible by
electronic mail. Second, the numberofinappropriate mail systems
in widespreadusewill increase, thus increasingthecost, time and
difficulty ofmigrating to more appropriate systemsat a later date.
Weexplain the options for developing corporate mail systems in
Chapter 5, and set out our recommendations for migrating to the
new generation of systems. Weinclude, here, a discussion of the
relevance and application of standards.
Details of the research team andthe scopeof the research carried
out for this report are described in Figure1.3.
 

Figure 1.3 Research team and scopeof the research

This report was researched and written by Richard Bowler and Rebecca
Morgan, both consultants with Butler Cox. Richard Bowler works on networking,
messaging andoffice systemsprojects, and is based in Butler Cox's Amsterdam
office. Rebecca Morgan works on systemsand office systems projects,is
responsible for the Office Systems group, and is based in London. During the
research,they were assisted,in particular, by:
♥ Lothar Schmidt, a consultant in Butler Cox's Munichoffice.
♥ Barbara McNurlin, an associate of Butler Cox who carries outIT researchin

the United States.
♥ Buni Zeller, a consultant with RSO ♥ the agentsfor the Butler Cox Foundation

in Italy.
The Soft.Switch company, which specialises in electronic mail networks and
systems, provided an invaluable contribution to this research.
Extensive research wascarried outin the United States, both with user
organisations and with suppliers of electronic mail services and products.
Foundation membersand other organisations were interviewed in the United
Kingdom, Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany and Italy.  
 

  
 



Chapter 2
Client-server architecture will make
electronic mail easier to use

The typical electronic mail system in widespread use today has
three main components, as shownin Figure 2.1:
♥ The interface to the users, which includes the facilities to

create a message, to choose whotosenditto, to select the type
of service required, to select any attachments andto place them
in the outgoing mailbox. Theinterface also includesfacilities
to receive a message from the incoming mailbox, to readit, to
file it, to reply to it or to discard it.

♥ The message store, comprising the incoming and outgoingmailboxes. Messagesare delivered to the incoming mailbox fromwhere they can be retrieved and read at the reader☂s con-venience. Messages to be sent are passed to the outgoingmailbox, where they can be picked up and delivered at thesystem☂s andtherecipient☂s convenience. The messagestore alsooften provides archiving and retrieval services for copies ofmessages that have already been delivered but have perhapsbeen lost or misfiled.
♥ The mail-transfer system, which manages the delivery ofelectronic mail messages. The mail-transfer system collects amessage from an outgoing mailbox,transfersit across the mailservice and delivers it to the appropriate incoming mailbox.
 

 

 

     
      

Figure 2.1 Existing electronic mail systems have three main components
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There are manylimitations with this type ofelectronic mail system.Thefollowingcriticisms are typical.☜It is difficult to use.☝ ☜I can☂ttransfer documents from my PC.☝ ☜I can☂t contact the people I reallywantto.☝ ☜I spend all my timereadingtrivial mail messages.☝ ☜Wecan☂t get information from our mail system into our computersystem.☝ ☜I receive only one or two important messages a day, butthey get lost in a sea of☁for information only☂or☁social☂ messages.☝

Existing electronic mail systems
havesevere limitations
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These difficulties arise because many existing mail systems are
☁closed☂ andtherefore need special gateways to communicate with
the outside world. They do not harness the powerofintelligent
workstations on the desktop; they cannot handle structured forms
as well as free text; they cannot interwork with computer
applications as well as with people.
Anew generationofeasy-to-useelectronic mail systemsis becoming
available, stimulated by the introductionofintelligent workstations
and graphical user interfaces. These systemsare based onclient-
server principles, which were described in Report 80, Workstation
Networks. Their main advantageis that they will allow many of
the componentsofan electronic mail system to be chosenseparately.
This will enable organisationsto select the most appropriate user
interfaces, message transport systems and directory services.

Client-server principles will allow
system componentsto be chosen
separately
Thestructure of electronic mail systemsis changingrapidly. It could
be argued that these changes were heralded 10 years ago by the
arrival of the desktop personal computer. However,it is only now
that the structure is evolving to harness the powerofPCs,oflocal
area networks, and ofcentralised computing resources, all linked
together across corporate-wide networks. With a traditional
mainframe-basedelectronic mail system, one application provided
the user interface, message-storage and mail-transferfacilities. The
trend in the next few yearswill befor different suppliers to provide
discrete elements ofthe mail system, with each element conforming
with a commonarchitecture. The evolving architectureofelectronic
mail systemsis shownin Figure2.2, overleaf.

The elementsof this architecture are:

♥ The mail server. The mail serveris the heart of the system and
provides the core electronic mail functions such as mailboxes,
storage andservice selection. The mailserveris,in client-server
terminology, a server application, and providesits services to
clients througha defined applications program interface. Today,
mail servers are normallyprovidedas part oflocal area network
operating systems.In the nearfuture,they will also be provided
as separate products based on industry-wide standards such
as Unix.

♥ The user interfaces. Each user interfaceis, in itself, a client
program that translates the functions provided by the mail
server into a form that can be understood by people using the
system.Initially, different user interfaces will be provided for
different operating environments ♥ for Windows3.0, for DOS,
for Unix and so on. Theuserinterfaces can also be embedded
in office systems, and can be customised for different user
needs, such as word processing, engineering and banking. By
harnessingthe powerofintelligent workstationson the desktop,
they provide a rangeof newfacilities that will enable people
to managetheir mail moreeffectively.
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Figure 2.2 Different suppliers will provide discrete elements of mail
systems, based on a commonarchitecture
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(This diagram is the result of detailed discussions between Butler Cox andSoft.Switch and cc:Mail, two leading US suppliers of electronic mail systems.)    
♥ The applications interfaces. Software products and in-houseapplications will be able to access the mail server directly touse the store-and-forward capabilities of the system. Thus, in-house computer systemswill be able to usetheelectronic mailsystem in the same way that a person does. To make access

moresimple for in-house developers, an intermediate softwareproductwill provide tools to interface an application to the mail
server.

 

♥ Directory services. A directory service will provide the electronicmail addresses that the mail hasto be sentto, matching namesprovided by the mail senderto addressesheld in its database.More sophisticated directory services will providelinks to otherdirectory databasesin the organisation,andwill automaticallyupdate themselves according to the names and addresses onincoming or outgoing mail. As we explain in Chapter 5, thedirectory-service componentofelectronic mail systems shouldbe based on X.500 namingconventions.
♥ Mail-transfer services. These services are the back-end functionsthat accept, route and transmitelectronic mail messagesto theintendedrecipient. The mail-transfer services are the networkcomponentofthe electronic mail system. These can be providedtransparently, to the same mail server, by in-house computernetworks, by public electronic mail services, or by a combinationof the two.
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The client part ofan electronic
mail system provides onlythe

userinterface
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♥ Mail-managementservices. These facilities enable the mail
system to be managed and administered. They may, for
example, provide probes (which check that a message can
actually be delivered to the specified address), network-
managementtools,billing and recharging systems or network
display consoles. Mail-management services are becoming
available as software products from independentsuppliers, and
will work with a variety of mail systemsfrom different vendors.
Onesuch product is Mail Monitor from Soft.Switch.

Mail systemsbased onthis typeofarchitecture providethe following
advantagesover traditional mainframe-based mail systems:
♥ Flexibility, because the front-end(user interface)facilities and

back-end (mail transport) facilities can be chosen separately.
♥ Scalability, because the modular nature ofclient-server systems

means that they can be expanded to cope with increasing
requirements.

♥ Reduced overheads, because local mail can be handled by the
on-site mail server. Only external traffic leaves the on-site
server.

♥ Better performance and integration with desktoputilities, and
higherlevels of functionality.

From the users☂ point of view, however, the two most significant
developments are improvements in the user interface, and the
availability of software products that will improve thefacilities for
managingtheflow of electronic mail.

Electronic mail clients improve
the user interface
There is an emergingclass of product that provides only the user
interface to an existing electronic mail system

♥

ineffect, the client
part of an electronic mail system. Typically, the electronic mail
client will run on a user☂s intelligent workstation and will provide
the facilities required to make the system easyto use. Electronic
mail services are providedto theclient through the serverpart of
the system, whichincludes the mail-storage and transferfacilities.

To assess the impact of this new generation of electronic mail
interfaces, we needto review thetraditional facilities ofan electronic
mail interface, sometimes knownasthe electronic mailbox. These
facilities fall into three main categories:

♥ Out-box management, including composing andediting outgoing
messages,selecting addressees and determining how and when
to send them.

♥ In-box management, includingnotification of, reading, replying
to, forwarding, copying, saving, printing and deleting incoming
messages. In-box managementoften also includesfile or folder
facilities to store incoming messages.

♥ Mailbox administration, including producing standardforms,
address books and distribution lists.

It
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Everyone using a traditional electronic mail system has to access
the system via the sameuserinterface, regardless of the type of
workor personalpreferences. The user interface can be enhanced
only by modifying the whole system and providingall users with
the enhanced facilities. Electronic mail client software available
from independent software suppliers overcomesthis constraint.
Each useris free to choose the user interface that best suits his
wayof working.
The MailMan product from the Reach Software Corporation
illustrates this approach very well. MailManis an electronic mail
client based on Windows3.0. An exampleofits user interface is
shown in Figure 2.3. MailMan runs on a PC andacts as a front
endto a local area network mail system, using the mail-transport
functionsofeither a Banyan☂s Vines or Novell NetWare MHS mailsystem. MailMan improves the mailbox facilities available toexisting users of Vines or MHS,without needing to change theunderlying mail system. The improvedfacilities include navigatorfunctions that enable the user to work on more than one message
at a time, the ability to cut and paste between messages,comprehensive addresslists, the ability to initiate an applicationfrom within the mail system while browsing through attachedfiles,andso on.
 

Figure 2.3 MailMan provides a Windows3.0 interface to users of Banyan☂sVines and NetWare MHS mail systems
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Intelligent agents assist with electronicmail management
Theuserinterface to electronic mailis also being improvedby theintroductionof☁intelligent agents☂ that assist in managingthe flowof electronic information arriving at, and departing from,a user☂sdesk. Already, some professionals receive 100 electronic mailmessagesa day; someofthese will be more urgent than others. Witha traditional user interface to electronic mail, all of the messagesneedto beread bytherecipient.
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An intelligent agent is a piece of software that sits between the
electronic mail system and the person using the system. The
intelligent agent, therefore, is just one example of software that
can use the mail server☂s applications program interface. It will
act upon messages according to how it is programmed. An early
example of an intelligent agentis the Information Lens developed
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (and described in
detail in Report 73, Emerging Technologies) thatis usedforfiltering
incoming messages. Some examplesofthe useofintelligent agents
are:

♥ Alerting the user when a particular piece of information is
received, such as an urgent message or a responseto a question.

♥ Presenting incoming mail messages accordingto priority,
subject, sender and so on.

♥ Automatingtheresponseto a request ♥ for example, responding
to a request for an item held in a spreadsheetfile.

♥ Providing an ☁answering machine☂ facility ♥ for example, by
automatically replyingto all messages stating that the recipient
is on vacation for a week.

♥ Managing☁to-do☂ lists ♥ for example, by automatically sending
messages to the user at particular times reminding him of
actions now due.

An intelligent agent could be usedin the following way. Suppose
that the technical-support department of a supplier responds to
questionssentin by electronic mail from its worldwide distributors.
These questionsrelate to particular products or technical issues.
Using conventional electronic mail, a distributor either has to
rememberwhich particular person to send the questionto, or has
to copy the question to the whole department, or hasto sendit to
a departmental mailbox. The third optionis clearly more convenient
for the distributor, but involves some extra work within the
technical-support departmentto redirect the question to the right
person.An intelligent agent could ☁read☂ the messagesas they arrive
at the departmental mailbox, and with a combination of subject
matter and distributor name, direct the questions to the appropriate
person. It may evenbe possible to respond to some routine questions
automatically by providing a standardpiece of information.

One exampleof an intelligent electronic mail agent is a product
called BeyondMail available from Beyond Incorporated.
BeyondMail is the first commercial implementation of the
Information Lens. The product runs on an MS-DOSPC anduses
Novell☂s MHS standard message-transport system for local area
networks. The product is a mailclient that provides a rules-based
agent to handle both incoming and outgoing mail messages on
behalf of the user. The user can create rules by completing a
messageprofile, then defining the actions to be taken for such a
message. The way that BeyondMail can be used to filter mail
messages is shown in Figure 2.4, overleaf.
Having reviewed the technological developments that are
overcoming the inherentdeficienciesofexisting electronic mailsys-
tems, we turn our attention to the way in which the new generation
ofmail systemswill be used. The rangeofapplications for electronic
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Figure 2.4 BeyondMail enablesa userto define rules to handle mailmessages automatically

How Beyond Mail
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mail will be increased enormously, through its potential to be used
as a general-purpose communications channelboth between people
and computer systems, and between computer systems.
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The developments described in the previous chapter will enable
electronic mail to become a general-purposeutility that will be an
essential componentofthe organisation in the mid-1990s. Electronic
mail will provide a basis for managing andaccessing information,
andfor distributingit between people, businesses, workstations,
corporate computer systems and databases. Electronic mail will also
provide the basis for applications that manage the flow of work
across the business and between organisations.In particular, there
will be a new generation of applications that are based on an
electronic mail system. These are commonly known as mail-enabled
applications. They add value to the information that is carried
across the electronic mail network ♥ for example, by providing
information relatingto the context of a conversation,or by adding
structure to a message.
Public electronic mail services based on international standards
will also be available, and thesewill provide a commonelectronic
communications channelbetween organisations. These services will
enable a business to manage its communications with trading
partners and to provide value-added services. For example, a
company might use electronic mail to provide a customer with
access to an internal catalogue database.

Mail-enabled applications will provide
enhanced workflow support
In Chapter 1, we described how traditional person-to-person
electronic mail is already being used as a conveyor belt in a
production process, and to automate the distribution of forms. In
these cases, electronic mail is providing support for flows of work,
but in an ad hoc manner.
Figure 1.1, for example, described how Girocentrale Wien uses the
forms-processing capabilities of electronic mail to producea letter
of credit. This involves only a few steps, with clearly understood
responsibilities at each stage in the process. In this example, a
business procedure that used to be based on ad hoc paperflows
has been speeded up by using ad hoc electronic mail flows. To
support more complex or more variable workflows,other tools and
facilities are needed,such as applications integration, routeing and
rules for the structuring of forms. These facilities are provided
through mail-enabled applications.

Mail-enabled applications integrate computer systems
with electronic mail
Mail-enabled applications make use of the message-handling
facilities providedby an electronic mail system. In effect, a computer
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application becomesauserofthe electronic mail system, generating,
receiving and processing the messages transmitted over the mail
network.(In the United States, the term ☁mail-enabled applications☂
is used by electronic mail vendors to describe software products
that enhance thefacilities provided by existing electronic mail
systems. We use the term more widely, to describe business
applicationsthat are built on top ofexisting electronic mailfacilities.
Such applications may be built by using the software products, or
they may be developed in-house.)
The concept of passing messages between applications is not
new ♥ computer-based message-handling systems, payments
systemsandairline reservation systems have been using message-
passing techniques for a long time. Emerging groupware appli-
cations often use message passing as the meansoftransferring
information between applications. Using electronic mail as the
communications channel for passing messages to and from an
application simplifies many of the problems associated with
integrating different applications running in different hardware
and software environments. Provided that two applications can
interface to the sameelectronic mail system, information can be
passed between them.
Once computer applications and people share a commonelectronicmail system, many new opportunities becomepossible. Initially,however, mail-enabledapplicationswill have two main typesofuse.
Thefirst main type is where information is provided by people,normally through completionofstructured forms, and consolidatedby a computer application. A contract-engineering company, forexample, charges its customers according to the numberofhoursworked on each project. At the end of each month, each engineercompletes a timesheet showing how his working time has beenspent, and sendsit back to theoffice. All timesheets are collectedand entered manually into a computerapplication. The applicationadds up the hours worked on each project and generates theinvoices, which are then sent out through the post. This processcan be speeded up and the amountofmanualintervention reducedby sending the timesheetsas electronic mail forms directly to the
computerapplicationitself.
The second main type is where information is provided by a com-puter system andacted on by people ♥ newswireor inquiry servicesare typical examples. In a newswire service, the system con-tinuously searches for relevant information from internal andexternalsources.Usersofthe service specify a set ofkey words thatdescribe the types of information they are interested in. When theservice identifies a piece of information that matches the keywords,it sends anelectronic mail message to the user☂s mailbox.In an inquiry service, the user sends in a mail message con-taining his inquiry. The inquiry database carries out an off-linesearch against the inquiry, and sendsthe results to the user☂smailbox. One US publishing companyis already usingthis type ofmail-enabled application to support its sales force, as described inFigure 3.1.
In time, mail-enabled applications will be an important meansofsupporting process working ♥ integrating people and applicationsinto

a

single unit. In Report 79, The RoleofInformation Technology
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 Figure 3.1 A mail-enabled application gives mobile workers access to a
full range of information

The Ziff-Davis Publishing Companyin the United States publishes a range of
industry magazines, including PC Computing. The company depends on
advertising revenuefor the successof these magazines. A salesmanfor the
publishing companywill talk to a prospective customer about the advantagesof
placing an advertisementin a particular magazine orissue. The customerwill
want to know the relevance of the magazine to his product, the association of his
productwith anyparticular article, and the nature of the readership.
The publishing company now usesLotus Notes to provide the salesmanwith
information in responseto the customer's questions. In the evening,the
salesman can sendanelectronic mail messagefrom

a

portable PC, identifying
the customer, his product andhislikely interests. In the morning, the salesman
accesseshis mailbox andretrieves information relating tothis particular
customer.
Ziff-Davis believesthatthis informationis critical in closing a sale. A second
benefitis that the salesman can respond to a potential new customer quickly
and knowledgeably.Third, Ziff-Davis is beginning to find thatit has more
comprehensive marketing information about specific industry sectors than
dedicated marketing companies have, because of its constant contact with
peoplein the industry and its comprehensive way of handling the information.  
 

in Transforming the Business, we described the business benefits
that can result from a move from functional working to process
working. Wealso highlighted someof the inherentlimitations of
existing computer-basedapplications that will have to be overcome
before process working can befully supported.In its basic person-
to-person form,electronic mail can providean ☁informationcircuit☂
that links the people in a business process, particularly in an
organisation where mail is the only common form of electronic
communications. Mail-enabled applications are likely to be used
when a business process spans different locations, dissimilar
systems and even businesspartners, wheretechnical alternatives,
such as access to commondatabases, are not appropriate.
Reach Software Corporation,for example,is developing a software
product that will provide workflow support over a standard
electronic mail system. Building on the MailManproduct described
in Chapter 2, the new product will structure the information and
provide intelligent-routeing functions and applications integration.
☁As a standard message ☁object☂ is moved aroundthe organisation,
its content andpresentation will change accordingto the recipient,
andits progresswill be actively tracked by the system. The message
will be integrated with, or use data from,other applications in the
organisation, without those applications having to be changed.

Existing computer applications can be integrated with electronic
mail either by building a bespoke interface with the mail system,
or by using a software product specifically designed for such
purposes. The software product provides the command syntax and
conversion facilities to transform a mail message into a database
query or an input to a computer application, and vice versa. Beyond
Incorporated☂s @Mail, for example, allows a user to create, send
and receive messages from within Lotus 1-2-3 and Symphony
spreadsheets and transmit them via any Novell MHS-compatible
mail system.Initially, such software products will be provided to
run on local area network mail systems like MHS, Banyan☂s Vines
and, in the future, LAN Manager.In time, they will also be available
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to run on X.400 mail networks, or any other mail network that
supports the X.400 applications programminginterface. (The X.400
series of recommendations are the international standards for
electronic mail. They are described in more detail in Chapter 5.)

Existing groupware tools show whatis possible
The emergingclass of applications known as groupwareillustrate
the potential of mail-enabled applications. Groupware (which we
discussed in somedetail in Report 73) is a generic term for computer
software that supports the ways in which people work together.
Groupware systems are usually based on integral database and
electronic mail services. At present, two of the best known group-
wareproducts are Action Technologies☂ The Coordinator, and Lotus
Notes. Lotus Notes demonstrates what is achievable with an
integrated system of this type, supporting the different uses for
mail-enabled applications described in this chapter, and many
morebesides.
In Report 73, we said that groupware would ideally be implemented
as applications based on existing corporate electronic mail systems.
The reason that most current groupware products use their own
internal mail or communicationsservices is that most commercially
available mail systems are not sufficiently standard, are not
available to the required user population, cannot be accessed by
the groupware software, or do not provide the required function-
ality. However, from now on,there will be a steadyflow ofnew mail-
enabled software products that provide similar functions to current
groupware systems, and that run on standard electronic mail
systems. These productswill extend the application ofgroupware
tools across the organisation and even to business partners.

Electronic mail systemswill be widely
usedfor electronic trading
In thepast, close cooperation was required with a business partnerif the electronic mail systemsofthe two organisations were to be
fully integrated. The problemsofinterlinking an organisation☂selectronic mail system withthoseofseveral business partners werealmost insurmountable. It is not surprising, therefore, that most
electronic mail systems have remainedconfinedto a single organ-
isation. Even within an organisation,a single proprietary standard
could not alwaysbe applied and enforced. Theresult is that many
Foundation members now haveseveral incompatible mail systems,
each based on a different vendor☂s proprietary standard. The dif-
ficulties of establishing comprehensive connections across multi-vendor environments has been a major deterrent to the growth ofelectronic mail systems both within and between organisations.
Thesituation is now changing with the increasing availability ofelectronic mail networksthat conform to international standards.Such networks will meanthatelectronic mail can be used both toforge closer electronic links with business partners and to providethe first-choice means of communication with other parties. Webelieve that, by the mid-1990s,electronic mailwill be a fundamentalcomponentofelectronic marketplaces, enabling business partnersto trade electronically and undertake cooperative ventures.
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Electronic mail will be used to provide EDI services
Electronic data interchange (EDI) involves the transfer of struc-
tured, formatted messages between trading partners across a
communications network. EDI services can be based onfile-
transfer-type services provided across a data communications
network,or they can be providedacrossan electronic mail network.
At present, when EDIservices are providedvia an electronic mail
network, the mail service is usually tailored to provide direct
supportfor the EDI applications. In other words,it is a specific and
dedicated mail network, not a general-purpose mail network.
Emerging public electronic mail services, based on international
standards,will provide an alternative meansoftransferring EDI
messages. In the Netherlands, for example, both the Memocom and
the new X.400 public mailservices are already used to provide EDI
services to the retail and public-health sectors, amongothers.
Carrying EDIovera public electronic mail network provides several
distinct advantages:
♥ Wider coverage, giving access to a wider range of business

partners, through useof globally accepted standards. Because
of this, a companywill be able to trade as easily with a partner
on the other side of the world as it can with one in its own
country.

♥ Increased operational effectiveness, removing the need to
maintain a separate EDI network,or separate EDI connections.
Onegreat advantage will be better control over thecosts ofdoing
business.

♥ Increased choice of service provider. Organisations will not be
restricted to using the single EDI service provider that serves
its own closed community.

♥ Improved security and reliability. Public services will be
developed to meetthe security and reliability requirements of
the most demanding sectors of industry, thus benefiting all
subscribers.

In the short term,the attractiveness of using public mail services
to carry EDItraffic will be determined by the tariffs for using the
services. In the longer term,it will be the need to integrate EDI
with otherelectronic trading applications, and to reach a wider
range of business partners.

Electronic mail will be provided alongside EDI links

EDIis transforming many aspects of trading. In its purest form,
the EDI messagesbeing sent neednointerpretation ♥ the classic
example being where orders are placed electronically. However,
many business relationships rely on a degree of cooperation and
information exchange between thetrading partners. Consider, for
example, the situation where a purchaserstates,☜I'll take whichever
pack size can be delivered fastest☝. Conventional EDI cannot
accommodatesuch conditions. Typically, these types of orders are
handled separately over the telephone. Free-format text messages
sent over electronic mail, however, enable qualifying messages to
be sent with the order. Figure 3.2, overleaf, shows how the London
insurance marketis using electronic mail in conjunction with EDI.
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Figure 3.2 The London insurance marketis using electronic mail to
complement EDI

The London insurance marketconsists of several hundred insurance companies,
Lloyd's underwriters and insurance brokers.It realised that,if it was to maintain
its market share, a more streamlined approach neededto be appliedto three
key business areas ♥ risk placing, claims processing and inter-market
accounting.Toillustrate the complexity and scopeof the requirement, the
previous accounting systems used some 18 million punched cards per annum.
The potential for using EDI and electronic mail was recognised and the |.IMNET
project wasinitiated to addressthe three key businessareas, using IBM'sIN
managed-networkservice as the basis. The accounting aspects of the system
are handled by EDI, as are the structured-messaging aspects of claims
processing. However,to gain full value from automating the claims procedures,
the structured messages are supplemented by associated free-formattext
messages, whichare carried via Screenmail, the IN electronic mail service. The
risk-placing aspects of the system also require the integration of EDI and
electronic mail, and this aspect of the system will be implemented in 1992.
Screenmail is now widely usedfor informal messaging.Interestingly, while this
Capability has been available since the accounting aspects of the system were
implemented,its use for informal messaging took off only after an application
using Screenmail had been delivered. Useof electronic mail for structured
business communicationsalerted userstoits true potential.
Screenmail is not perceived as beinga particularly ☁user-friendly☂ system.
However, the business benefits derived fromits introduction outweigh the   difficulties associated with the specific implementation.
 

Already, there are EDI systems where the ☁message☂ passing
between the trading partners consists of both the order and the
commentary. The recipient has the discretion to amend the order
based on the commentary, and useselectronic mailto confirm his
action to the buyer.Ifit is structured and formatted in a standard
way, this confirmation can be relayed directly to the buying
organisation☂s relevant computer application, without the need for
humanintervention.
The benefits ofEDI are thus extendedbythe inclusionofelectronic
mail facilities. Given the wide range of information that may be
transported using electronic mail, it will increasingly become thepreferred meansofdisseminatinginformation between traders and
information providers.

A newclass of electronic-trading services will emerge
EDIis a particular instanceofelectronic tradingin general, wheredata such as a purchase orderis transferred directly to a supplier☂ssystem. Person-to-person text messaging is another particularinstance of electronic trading, which can be used for generalinformation exchange(as in the above example) or for enquirieson the progressof an order.
Thereis a substantial amountofelectronic trading that will dependon a person within one organisation communicating with acomputerapplication in anotherorganisation. A particular exampleof this is channel marketing, where each customerhasaccess to afull product database that includes prices, availability, new featuresand so on. Another exampleis where a broker or agent completesan application form and transmits it to an insurance company forthe issueofa policy. The combinationofstructured forms handling,intelligent routeing and common mail serviceswill makeelectronic
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mail a simple andeffective means of delivering a wide range of
electronic-trading applications.

Electronic mail will be used for other types
of communication
From its current role as a support mechanism for internal mes-
saging, electronic mail will evolve to become a general-purpose
carrierofother types ofcommunication. A two-stageevolution will
occur. First, electronic mail will be used to integrate different
forms of communication ♥ through the mailbox. Second,electronic
mail will transport other types of communication across the mail
network. Thus, electronic mail will be used as an alternative to
realtime data communications systems.
Electronic mail systems will provide gateways
to other communications services
Electronic mail can now be used to integrate other forms of
communication, by providing employees with a single interface to
other messagingservices such as facsimile, telex, voice mail and
the post. There are severalbenefits to this type ofintegration.First,
a measure of corporate control can be imposed on other
communications services, such as facsimile, enabling the organ-
isation to provide better levels of service and to control costs. A
significant advantageis that the organisation can then decide on
the best way to route messagesto particular business partners.
Examplesof this type of integration are:
♥ Facsimile messages can be generated at the workstation and

transmitted through a mail gateway. Similarly, incoming
facsimile messages can be converted to text documents through
an integral optical character recognition (OCR) reader and
displayed andstoredastextfiles. In more simple systems, where
the received message does not need to be modified and where
thereis adequate storage capacity, the message can be displayed
and stored as a bit-mapped image.

♥ Telex messages can be sent and received through the electronic
mailbox, through an appropriate mail-to-telex gateway.

__ Notification of incoming voice-mail messages maybe given by
an electronic mail system. Likewise, some systems enable an
outgoingelectronic mail message to be delivered as a voice-mail
message, by using a voice synthesiser.

♥ Letters can be sentas electronic mail to the most convenient
posting point, then automatically printed, ready for placing in
envelopes and mailing.

NeXT☂s electronic mail system, for example,providesfacilities that
allow a mail message to include a voice message, an image, a
graphical file, application data and text. These different types of
informationarefully integrated within the electronic mail message;
they are not sent as attachedfiles. Figure 3.3, overleaf, shows how
some of these different types of information are integrated in
NeXT☂s mail system. The NeXTsystem can send anelectronic mail
message that includestext and imagesasa direct facsimile trans-
mission.It will also accept an incomingfacsimile and automatically
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Figure 3.3 NeXT☂s mail system integrates text, voice and graphics

 

passit throughaninternaloptical character recogniser, convertingthe facsimile to manipulatable text. If the internal recognisercannot decode the facsimile, the incoming transmission is storedas a bit-mapped image.
The William Morris talent agency in the UnitedStates is using thefeatures of the NeXT mail system to its advantage. The agencyplaces actors and actresses in theatre, television and filmproductions. As thefirst step, the agencyuses the NeXT mail systemto send a description of the person and his or her availability, apicture, and a recording of his or her voice. This enables theproduction company to makean initial assessment ofthe suitabilityof a personfor a particular role.
Electronic mail will becomean alternativeto other communications services
In the longer term,electronic mail will not only be used to integratedifferent forms of communications; it will be used as a completealternative to other communications services. We do not suggestthat electronic mail will replace other communications services.Rather,it will provide alternative facilities that, in somecases,willbe more appropriate to the particular requirement. For example:
♥ Graphical images, captured through an attached scanner,willbe transmitted over electronic mail systems.Currently, the onlyway to transmit, electronically, an imagethatis not stored asa data file is via facsimile. Electronic mail would be moreappropriate if the graphical image were part of a businesstransaction, where the flow of information was supported byworkflow software within the mail system ♥ for example, in thehandlingofinsurance claims.
♥ Voice messages will be recorded, transmitted and received overelectronic mail systems, without the need for a separate voice-
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messaging system. Electronic mail would be more appropriate
if the voice message needed to be associated with another
electronic ☁object☂, such as a photograph.

Electronic mail will be used to support
computer-to-computer applications
Most of the applications of electronic mail described so far in this
chapter enable people to communicate with computer applications.
Electronic mail will also be usedfor direct communications between
computer applications. As such, it will become an alternative to
realtime data communications networks. Wehave already described
how store-and-forwardelectronic mail can be used to transfer EDI
messages directly between the computer systems of trading
partners. Electronic mail will also be used for an advanced and
reliable form offile transfer ♥ for example, to consolidate the
outputs of various data processing applications into the input for
a central reporting system. In future, we expect to see the store-
and-forward communicationsfacilities provided by electronic mail
being used to supportdistributed-database systems anddistributed
applications,for the following reasons:
♥ Store-and-forward networks, by their very nature, can easily

be expandedto any size. Thus, mail networks are an effective
alternative to complex, global communications networks.

♥ Mail networks provide built-in facilities such as archiving,
acknowledgementon receipt, directory access and distribution
lists, which otherwise have to be built into individual appli-
cations.

♥ A store-and-forward network does not require the communi-
cating applicationsto be synchronised or evento be ofthe same
type. Indeed, the receiving application does not have to be
operating when the message is transmitted to its mailbox.
This makesa store-and-forward network appropriate when the
sender has nocontrol over the receiving application.

Some companies have already recognised the advantagesofusing
store-and-forward electronic mail to provide distributed
applications. In the United States, Wells Fargo (a San Francisco-
based commercial bank) has 97 branchesthatprovide banking and
payments services. The main banking systems run on

a

central
mainframe, and exchange data with branch systems using an
electronic mail system provided by ce:Mail Incorporated. Wells
Fargo decided to use the mail network to interlink applications
because the system was already available in all branches,
implementation costs were lower than thecosts ofthe alternatives,
the system provided reliable transmission facilities, and the
messages were timestamped and acknowledged.

The change from using electronic mail as a simple messaging
service to usingit for the types of services described in this chapter
will take time. Some organisations already recognise the wide
rangeof applications that is possible. Unfortunately, few have an
organisational environment that will encourage the new
applicationsofelectronic mail, and even fewerhavethetechnical
infrastructure in place that can support them.In the next chapter,
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we describe the organisational environment that will enableelectronic mail to succeed. In Chapter 5, we discuss the technicalissues and identify the plans that are necessary for building anappropriate technical infrastructure for electronic mail.
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In the previous chapter, we identified the potential of electronic
mail to become an essential part of the corporate systems and
communications infrastructure, providing improved business
communications, and supporting complex workflows. The barriers
to achieving the full potentialofelectronic maillie primarily within
the organisation itself, rather than with any inherent limitations
ofthe technology. Ifan organisation cannot overcomethese internal
obstacles,it is likely to end up with an extensive and expensive
collection of diverse electronic mail systems that cannot be used
effectively.
Organisational barriers occur in three main areas:
♥ Among top managers, thereis often little awareness of the

potential of electronic mail to deliver a wide range of
applications and services to the business. They are therefore
reluctant to take the lead in sponsoring electronic mail
initiatives or in pioneeringtheir use.

♥ Amongthe user population, electronic mailis sometimes seen
as a threat, especially when it is used to change particular
business procedures,or to cut across organisational boundaries.

♥ Amongthe information andoffice systems departments, elec-
tronic mail is often seen as a trivial application. In addition,
the organisational structure may not be appropriate for
planning, providing and supporting a corporate-wide electronic
mail system running highly specific applications.

These barriers haveto be broken down ifelectronic mailis to achieve
its full potential. We recommendthat organisations adopta struc-
tured approach to the promotion and managementof electronic
mail, regardless of the status of the systems that they currently
have in place. Our proposed approach consists of four stages ♥
identifying specific business applications for electronic mail, getting
top managementto sponsor and championits use, stimulating user
demand by marketingit within the organisation, and creating an
effective management infrastructure to coordinate the activities
of the various departments involved. Such an approach should
ensure that appropriate opportunities are efficiently exploited.

Identify business applications that can
benefit from electronic mail
As wehaveseen,electronic mail provides a base upon which a wide
range ofbusiness applications can be provided.In the past, the great
majority of electronic mail systems have been introduced as a
general-purpose office-communications service. Sometimes, the
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system has met a real business need, but often by accident rather
than by design. Usually, no specific applications have been
identified and electronic mail has had no great impact.
Thefollowing actions should reveal business applications that can
benefit from electronic mail:
♥ Review information flows to and from business partners.

Electronic mail is appropriate in one-to-many or many-to-many
trading, or where thereis a mixtureofformal (structured) and
informal (unstructured) traded information (suchas the
LIMNETservice to the Lloyd☂s insurance market, which was
described in Figure 3.2).

♥ Review internal workingpractices. Electronic mail can support
both cooperative and sequential working practices. It is
particularly effective when membersofthe working groups are
situated in different locations or use incompatible computer
systems.

♥ Include electronic mail in the normal systems-planning pro-
cedures. Electronic mai] may meet applications requirements
that cannot be fully met in any other way ♥ for example, for
managementreporting, where reports are produced on remote
PCs and consolidated into a managementreport on a corporate
system.

♥ Analyse the use ofcurrent communicationsservices. Electronic
mail maybe a better alternative than other forms ofcommuni-
cation. One company that we know of regularly uses fac-
simile to transfer documents between its Europeanoffices,
even thoughit has an electronic mail system that could do the
job better and at lowercost.

♥ Identify new communications requirements. Electronic mail
can be a very appropriate way ofmeeting new communications
requirements.

Convince top managementof the benefits
Successin exploiting electronic mail is partly dependent on recog-
nising its full potential, as we have seen, and partly on changing
top-management☂s attitude to electronic mail. As Figure 4.1
illustrates, while electronic mail is perceived as being a simple
messaging medium, top-management☂s attitude will at best be
grudging acceptanceofthe costs involved. Successful exploitation
ofelectronic mail depends on matching management☂s attitude with
the sophistication of use. The full benefits of inter-business links
and group workingwill be obtained only if management☂s attitude
is changed. This is necessary because electronic mail does not
provide benefits to individuals in isolation; it supports a way of
working and a wayofdoing business,andit is therefore essential
that it is sponsored and championed by top management. Top
management therefore needs to have a vision for the use of
electronic mail within the organisation.
Laurie Bride, who hasresponsibility for strategic planning for inter-
and intra-company networks at Boeing ComputerServices (a major
US-based computer services company), has such a vision. She
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Figure 4.1 Successin exploiting electronic mail dependsontype of useand managementattitude      Managementattitude

Visionary
Increasing value fromJA electronic mail

Committed

Grudgingacceptance

Simple Transfer of Groupworking/messaging electronic items businesslinks

Type of use  
stated, ☜Companies that are not planning to transmit a large
amount of electronic mail by the year 2000 will have major
problems. With the marketas it is ♥ with its global aspects and
political changes ♥ the ability to move information when and where
it is needed is becoming more important. If you cannot move
information, you will miss opportunities. It will be similar to not
havinga telephone.☝
There are three main waysto create this top-managementvision
for electronic mail ♥ through contact with other organisations that
haveprofited from it, through pressure from within the organisation
and demonstration of tangible results, and by developing a sound
businesscase for particular applications.

Contact with other successful organisations
Top managementneeds to understand the potential of electronic
mail to become a fundamental part ofthe corporate communications
infrastructure, alongside existing computer and telephone systems.
The mosteffective way to encourage this view is through contact
with other organisations that have used electronic mail successfully.
For example, Westland Utrecht, a Dutch mortgage bank,is looking
at the implicationsofelectronic mail because it knowsthat its com-
petitors are. The company depends on communicationswithits 200
agents to provideeffective services to its customers.It also relies
on good internal communications betweenstaffand withits holding
company. The board knew that other companies were making
successful use of electronic mail to meet these communications
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needs and asked the systems departmentto examinethe potential
for electronic mail within the company, and to estimate the costs
involved. The board realised that this was an infrastructure expense
and did not requesta costjustification. A pilot electronic mail service
is now underwayto stimulate enthusiasm for the system.

Demonstration of tangible results
A second way of generating top-management vision is to
demonstrate that electronic mail can be used as the basis of
applications that producereal and tangible results. The best way
of doing this is to ensure that an electronic mail application is
implementedfirst among a group that have an identified require-
mentfor the application, anda positive attitude towardselectronic
mail. The groupthatis selected for the initial implementation will
usually be quite happy to adopt the application because of the
benefits to be gained, and because of the privilege of being a
selected group.

Develop a sound business case for particular
applications
A sound business case should be developed for the introduction or
developmentofparticular business applications that will be based
on electronic mail. In some companies,it is mandatory to do this
before expenditure can be authorised. Business applications can
be justified both in termsof direct financial benefits and in terms
of improved business performance.
However, it is more difficult to cost-justify the electronic mail
infrastructure required to support the applications. While an
electronic mail infrastructure can result in direct cost savings
(reducedfacsimile or courier costs, for example), theseare difficult
to prove. The introduction of a general-purpose electronic mail
infrastructure may sometimesbe justifiable on business grounds,
even if there is no application plan to support it, but it is very
unlikely that the infrastructureitself will be cost-justifiable.
Figure 4.2 summarisesthe likely outcomesoftrying to justify the
investmentofan electronic mail infrastructure or applications in
termsof direct financial benefits or improvements in business
performance. It shows that investment in applications can be
justified in either way. However, expenditure on the underlying
infrastructurewill often involve business judgement, which is why
it is crucial to identify the applications that will be built on the
infrastructure. As we pointed out in Report 75, Getting Value from
Information Technology, the best way of justifying any IT
infrastructure investment is in terms of the potential benefits of
the applications that will be built on the infrastructure.

Stimulate demand
The successful electronic mail implementations that we investi-
gated in the course of our research have a single feature in com-
mon ♥ demand has come from the business departments.
Stimulating this demandis essential if apathy or resistance to
electronic mail is to be overcome at all levels within the organ-
isation. It is quite likely that people within the organisation are,
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 Figure 4.2 The justification for electronic mail should focus onapplications,noton investmentin infrastructure
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Direct financial Improvementsinbenefit business performance   
in fact, already lookingfor the team-support facilities that electronic
mail can provide, but like any other productorservice, it needs to
be marketed. Managers should take an activerole, looking for ways
of using electronic mail to enhance the value of the service that
their staff provide. Service providers should identify the main
sources of information for departments and makethese available
over electronic mail.

Recognise that electronic mail is a
group productivity tool
Electronic mail is primarily a group productivity tool rather than
a personal productivity tool and the organisation therefore needs
to promote and encourage group or team working,ifit is to realise
the full potential of electronic mail. Group productivity tools are
much more complex to introduce, however, because:
♥ As with any groupinitiative, there must be a driving force ♥a

leader or an organiser. Group initiatives rarely happen by
themselves.

♥ Theidentity of the individual may becomesecondary to the
identity of the group, thus decreasing individual recognition.

♥ Amemberofa group dependson the cooperationofothers, but
haslittle control over their individual contributions. His own
performance may suffer because of others.

These difficulties can be overcome by ensuring that the working
cultureis suitable for group working, and hence forelectronic mail.

Ensure that the working culture is suitable
for electronic mail
Business departments will makeeffective use of a new system only
if it is consistent with their workingculture.Ifthe organisation is
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very hierarchical, for example, promoting electronic mail as a
system that cuts across levels in the organisation is unlikely to
increase the demandto use the system. In Chapter 1, we gave the
example of one manager who asked for the mail system to bemodified so that he could check the messages being sent out by hisstaff. This will not encouragehisstaff to use the system.
If, however, the working culture is based on cooperative groups,promoting the group-support, bulletin-board and newslettercapabilities ofelectronic mailis likely to increase demand. The useof electronic mail to publicise social as well as businessactivitiescan also makethe service both acceptable and interestingto staff.
Several organisations to whom wespokehavepublished☁etiquette☂guidesgivingthe☁dos and don☂ts☂ofusingelectronic mail. A sampleof the entries in one such guide is given in Figure 4.3. Involvingbusiness departments in the production of such guides willencourage a sense of ☁ownership☂of the electronic mail facilities.
 Figure 4.3 Someorganisations have published ☁etiquette guides☂ on howto use electronic mail

The following is an extract from one company's guideto using electronic mail.
☜Effective use of electronic mail requires everyone to share the sameculturalvalue about usingit. Our philosophyis to be proactive about the use ofelectronic mail and the productivity improvementsit brings. Every employee hasaccessto the system, as do more than 300 of our vendors, suppliers andstrategic partners.
Since electronic mail is a relatively new form of communication, we havecompiled these brief pointers to usingit. Rememberit is a quasi-interactivemedium, so emotions and the subtle nuancesthat can be expressedin non-verbal communications, such as gestures, are moredifficult to convey.

1. Identify yourself and youraffiliation clearly,
2. Be carefultrying to relay any emotions. Clearly label the expression as anemotion,
3. Separate your opinion from thefacts and label your opinion as such.
4. If you mustinsult orcriticise someone, make sure he has an Opportunity torespondto the criticism.
5. Keep messages short andto the point.
6. Assume that the messageyousendis part of the company's permanentrecord.
7. Assumealso that the messagewill be universally read, even if you sentitonly to one person. The message could be printed and distributed in hardcopy form. You are not alwaysin control.
8. Neveruseall capitals in a message.This is the equivalent of shouting.9. When sendinga file attachment, specify thefile format or type of document:The receiver of your message may not know, or have accessto, theapplication software used to create the attachment.

10. Write your nameorinitials at the bottom of your message.It lets the readerknow the messageis complete andis useful when messagesare forwardedseveraltimes.
Aboveall, be clear in what you say."   

Employ marketing techniques
Effective marketingofelectronic mail can increase demandatalllevels in the organisation. The Woolwich Building Society (a majorUK home-loans andsavings institution) achieved considerablesuccess when its marketing department wascalled in to promote
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There are numerous ways of electronic mail internally, usingall the techniques that it brings
to bear on consumer-oriented financial products. Its achievement
is described in Figure 4.4.

marketing electronic mail
within the organisation
 Figure 4.4 Like anyother service, electronic mail needs to be marketed

The Woolwich Building Society, a leading UK financial-services organisation with
over 500 branches,justified its electronic mail system onthe basisthat, overall,
the facilities would enable productivity to be increased by 7 per cent. The
challenge wasto ensurethat staff adopted the system sothat the potential
improvements in working practices were realised and delivered tangible benefits
to the organisation.
Senior managers were committed to using the electronic mail system, which
meantthat their staff had a strong incentive to useit too. To increase awareness
of the new system, the marketing department was commissioned to launch
electronic mailasif it were a new customerproduct. It was given a product
name, ☁ARROW☂.
Five objectives were identified for the marketing exercise:
♥ To motivate staff and encourage user acceptanceof the system.
♥ To promote understanding of the system and to help address educational

needs.
♥ To promote corporate andindividual benefits.
♥ To encourageuse.
♥ Todifferentiate electronic mail from other systems.
Thefollowing activities were undertaken with a view to meeting these objectives:
♥ Auser survey was conducted to obtain feedbackontheinitial pilot

installation. This provided valuable material, enabling the implementation
team to reassure usersthat their needs were understood andthattheir views
were being taken into account. It was also a source of quotations that could
be usedin promotionalliterature.

♥ An ARROWnewsletter was produced describing how the project was
progressing and what developments were planned. The newsletter reported
successstories, describing how the use of ARROW hadassistedin specific
tasks. The newsletter promoted the conceptof a post-implementation
questionnaire,reinforcing the message that users☂ views were important.It
also explainedthe details of the attractive prizes that could be wonaspart of
the ARROW launch. Every time someone logged on, his name was
automatically entered into a prize draw. There was also a competition that
required users to answer a series of questions posed by the systems over a
period of several days.

♥ In addition to the newsletter, articles were published in the house magazine,
Woolwich World, which wasusedto alert staff to the introduction of ARROW.

♥ A video wasproducedpointing out the differences betweentheold and the
newoffice environments. To emphasisethe differences, the old environment
wasfilmed in the fashionof a silentfilm from the early 1900s, while the
modern office was portrayedin full colour.

♥ All new users were welcomed onto the system with a personalelectronic
letter reinforcing the role of ARROWin the organisation.

♥ Full use was madeoftraditional marketing gimmicks(for example, biros,
pencils, desk clocks), all of which carried the ARROW logo.

As a result of this approach, the take-upof the system wasswift and
comprehensive. The post-implementation review revealedthat the productivity
gains exceeded expectations, and highlighted areasin which further gains
could be made.   

Otherpossible approaches to marketing an electronic mail service
are:
♥ To makea business group that has been usingelectronic mail

successfully the☁sales force☂ for the service within the organ-
isation.
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♥ Toidentify champions. Individuals from the user community
who are keen to be involved with electronic mail should be
identified and involvedin theinitial implementation. They will
then act as champions and promote theuse of electronic mail
among their colleagues. They will also act both as a
communications channel between the user community and the
service providers, and asa firstline ofsupport for resolving day-
to-day problems.

♥ To set up a demonstration area. Such an area keeps people
informed, can be a very useful source ofapplication ideas, and
reduces the perceived threat of new and unknown services.It
was adopted very successfully by a large petrochemical com-
pany, whichset up a demonstration area (knownas ☜Test drive
a Mac☂), whenit was introducing new office services.

♥ To produce high-quality promotional material. Promotional
material can include brochures, videos, newsletters, bulletins,
events and so on. The Dutch Ministry of Home Affairs is
running a series of electronic mail projects to improve the
exchange of documents in the public sector. It has published a
high-quality brochure that describes the aimsofthe programme,
the relevant standards, the different projects of which it is
composed,the timetable, the cost and the project organisation.
It also provides the names and contact numbers of those
involved in the project. Such an approach demonstrates the
importancethat the ministry attachesto the initiative and helps
to generate enthusiasm and commitment.

Create an effective management
structure for electronic mail
Managinganelectronic mail system that spans the enterprise and
links up with other businessesis a demandingchallenge. The mail
infrastructure will include centralised facilities such as gateways
to other electronic mail systems, and to other forms of com-
munications like facsimile, telex and post. Thesefacilities will be
used by most departments in the organisation. The mail infra-
structure will also support highly specialised local applications ♥
makinga set of electronic forms available to support a business
procedure in one sub-department, for example. The supporting
managementstructure for electronic mail therefore needs to span
the entire organisation, to ensure that the mail system provides
an end-to-end service in a coherent manner.
Earlier in this chapter, we discussed the importanceofidentifying
the applications that electronic mail can support. In many
organisations, management of electronic mail systems is the
responsibility oflocal units, such astheoffice systems department.
While theselocal units are capableofidentifying local applications,
they are not likely to identify corporate-wide applications ♥ andif
theydo, they haveneither the remit nor the resources to implement
them. To compoundthis problem, managementofa corporate mail
system is usually limited to providing connections between different
local mail systems. It does not usually include a remit to identify
and implement new applications.
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To exploit the full potential ofelectronic mail, Foundation membersneed to recognise two quite distinct managementroles:
♥ Mail-system development. The developmentrole ensures thatthe mail infrastructure is exploited to provide value-addedservices across the organisation and betweentheorganisationandits trading partners.
♥ Mail-system administration. The administration role optimises

the provision of these servicesto all users.
Eachofthese roles has elementsthat need to be performedat both
corporate andlocal levels. (In large, multinational organisations,
there may be further intermediate managementlevels, such as
national or business-unit levels. For simplicity, we are concerned
here only with corporate and local.) Figure4.5 illustrates that there
is aneedfor a coordinating function that binds thesedifferent roles
into a coherent managementinfrastructure.
 Figure 4.5 Local and corporate development and administration need tobe coordinated to create a coherent management
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The developmentrole is usually ignored
In manyorganisations, electronic mail has been implemented as
a project, by a project team, who then handit over to an operational
group for ongoing management.Theneedfor further development
is usually ignored, or subsumed within otheractivities. The result
is that no onepersonor grouphasresponsibility for identifying and
implementing further value-added applications. The result is that
the electronic mail system is likely to stagnate. While the system
may have addressedthecritical business needs whenit wasfirst
introduced, its usefulness and relevance to the organisation☂s
changingcircumstances will gradually diminish.
At the corporate level, developers of the mail system need to
provide services that meet the needs of the whole organisation.
Examples include management-information and reporting systems,
executive-information systems, inter-group electronic trading,
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corporate bulletin boards and news services, and standard
administrative forms.
At the local level, developers are responsible for providingspecific
mail-enabled applications to their own particular business com-
munity. Users who have becomefamiliar with a basic electronic
mail system will continue to seek new ways ofexploiting the
system ♥ to managetheir mail more effectively, to automate forms,
to provide workflow support and so on. At Cummins Engine, most
ofthe business forms that were automatedvia the mail system were
identified by staff outside the systems department. Revised pro-
cedures based on the automated forms were then introduced with
the help and cooperation of the mail service providers.
The two distinct roles of central and local development must be
recognised if best use is to be madeofscarce systems development
resources andif full value is to be obtained from the investment
in the electronic infrastructure.

Mail administration must be recognised
as a critical function
The potential and scope of electronic mail systemsis so vast that
the administration of the system can no longer be regarded as a
single task. Two discrete and complementary roles must be
recognised ifa responsive andflexible service is to be made available
that both meets users☂ needs and exploits the mail infrastructure.
Therole of the corporate administrator must coverall aspects of
system optimisation and theprovision of a standard system to the
full user community. The corporate administrator must therefore
determine and get agreementon corporate-wide standards to which
all local systems must then adhereor interface. Typical examples
ofthe rolesto be fulfilled by the corporate administration function
include:
♥ Determining the directory standards to be observed and the

provision of the associated directory services, both inter- and
intra-company.

♥ Defining message routeing mechanismsto ensure that external
communications costs are containedasfarasis possible.

♥ Identifying and negotiating with suppliers of software and
third-party services to ensure consistency throughout the
organisation.

♥ Providing access to corporate information systems.
All the organisations with corporate-wide electronic mail networks
to whom we spoke emphasised the importanceofrecognising the
need for corporate administration as early as possible in the
developmentofelectronic mail. Corporate guidance and control is
essential if an organisation is to achieve the full potential of
electronic mail without incurring unnecessary expense in de-
veloping linkages between different systems.
The role of local administrators is to implement, manage and
exploit the mail systems within the guidelines laid down at the
corporate level. The local administration role includes:
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♥ Defining individual users☂ mailbox addresses.
Implementing both corporately and locally developed mail-enabled applications.

♥ Providing supportfor the applications.
Resolving technical problems relating to specific items of
hardware.

Help-desk support mustalso be provided at both the corporate and
local levels to deal with the diverse range of queries that the
introductionofelectronic mail will inevitably generate. As with any
critical application,full help-desk support must be madeavailable
ifthe users are to adopt the system and derive benefit from its use.
Local and corporate groups must be coordinated
Cooperation between local and corporate groups involved in the
development and administration of electronic mail is essential if
all the potential benefits are to be achieved.
To make local mail services available to the whole organisation,
and to ensure that corporate mail services are implemented in a
waythatis relevantto the diverse needsoflocal units, a clear chain
of communication is required between users, local developers,
corporate developers, local administrators, corporate administrators
and the help desks. Where the requirement for support spans
morethan onelocal mail community, group workingwill be needed
across functional boundaries. Typically, business users in the
different local mail communities will already have good lines of
communication and will work together as business partners. The
organisations that we spoke to emphasised that development
groups need to adopt the same cooperative way of working.
The meansfor fostering cooperation and liaison will be different
in different organisations, depending on their culture, geographic
distribution and managementstyle. In smaller organisations, the
liaison role may well be handled from within the corporate group.
However,oncetheelectronic mail community spansseveral sites
and systems,the liaison role may need to be separately defined.
In some cases, a separate chain of command may need to be
established outside the electronic mail management structure to
ensure that corporate andlocal needsare satisfactorily balanced.
Electronic mail systems themselves are often used to support this
needfor liaison and cooperation, with groupwareandother mail-
enabled applications being used to provide the essential close
contact that must be maintained betweenstafffulfilling the range
of roles described above.
Having reviewed the managerial and administrative issues
associated with the future use of electronic mail, we turn to the
technical issues that must also be addressedif electronic mail is
to deliverits full potential.
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Electronic mail systems can now be purchased ☁offthe shelf at prices
that are within the budgetofa single department(this is especially
the case for local area network mail systems). Mail facilities are
also now provided as standard functions with all integrated office
systems (IBM☂s PROFSandDigital☂s ALL-IN-1, for example), with
mostlocal area network operating systems, with many applications
and with many operating systems. The result is that many
organisations now find themselves with several different and
incompatible electronic mail systems, each usedin different parts
of the business bya ☁closed☂ user community.
Difficulties occur when thereis a need to interconnect these diverse
systems. Eachwill need to be modified so it can link to the others,
so that it can convert messagesto or from different formats, so that
it can interconnect with public electronic mail services, and so that
it can share directory information with the other systems.
Moreover,it is difficult to provide a highlevel offunctionality and
service when several mail systems are interlinked. The tendency
is to end up with a subset ofcommon(usuallybasic) facilities. Scarce
(and expensive) technical resources will be required to achieve the
interlinking andit is also difficult to hide the complexities of the
interfaces from the users. The interlinked systemswill also be costly
in terms of hardware and software resources. Another drawback
is that the attention of in-house service providers will be focused
on interlinking different electronic mail systems, rather than on
meeting business needs.
The implicationis that, whereverpossible, a single, comprehensive,
corporate-wide electronic mail system based on the most
appropriate standards should beinstalled. This will overcome the
problems outlined above and provide a solid base on which to
build. Unfortunately, few organisations are in a position to
implementa new,single, organisation-wide electronic mail service,
and for most, the fit of new mail facilities with their existing
systems is more important than conformance with a predefined
standard.
Organisations do, however, needa clear policy for electronic mail
so that they can introduce different components as needed, and
minimise thedifficulties and costs ofmigrating in the future. The
essential elements of our recommendedpolicy are to migrate to a
single electronic mail structure over time, to adopt a pragmatic
approach to standards, and to develop directory services based on
the X.500 naming conventions. For organisations that do not have
the managementstructure to support a commonsystemspolicy or
corporate-wide electronic mail services, third-party suppliers
provide a possible solution.
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Migrate to a single electronic mail
structure over time
Organisations that have a variety of electronic mail systems
installed in different parts ofthe business encounter a wide range
of problems. Among the moresignificant are the high cost and
limited performanceofthe gateways required to interconnect the
systems, incompatible document andfile formats, dissimilar
directory structures, poor management facilities, duplicated
services, confusing access to the company from the outside world,
anddifficulties with creatingelectronic links with tradingpartners.
To overcomethese problems,organisations shouldplan to migrate
to a single corporate-wide electronic mail structure as soon as
practical. In particular, those that are spendinglarge sums ofmoney
on interconnecting existing electronic mail systems should compare
the cost with the cost of installing a single electronic mail
infrastructure.

Base new systems on a workstation and mail-server
architecture
Anyelectronic mail systems installed from now on should be based
on the client-server principles described earlier in this report. The
mail server might be a local area network server, a minicomputer
or a mainframe computer. In particular, mail facilities based on
local area networks provide high levels of functionality and good
integration with PC applications at relatively low cost. More
important, software products that can be usedto build mail-enabled
applications will initially be made available for LAN-based
electronic mail systems.
More and morelocal area networkmailfacilities are now becoming
available. Soft.Switch, for example, is developing a Unix-based
server implementationofits mainframe-based mail system (known
as Soft.Switch Central) that will provide comprehensive mail-
transport facilities, directory services, mail-managementservices,
and gatewaysto other vendors☂ mail systems and externalservices.
This type of mail server will enable organisations that currently
have a variety of LAN mail systems to provide comprehensive
mail facilities, without having to incur the expenseofinstalling
large centralised gatewayfacilities. The Soft.Switch architecture
is shownoverleafin Figure 5.1.
Adoptingthis approachdoes,ofcourse, require everyone who needs
access to electronic mail to have ready access to an intelligent
workstation. Most LAN-based mail systems are based on this
architecture, as are products such as IBM☂s OfficeVision, Digital☂s
ALL-IN-1 Phase II, Hewlett-Packard☂s NewWave and AT&T☂s
Rhapsody.

Develop a backbone mail-transfer system
Someorganisations have two or moreofthe better-known electronic
mail systems, such as those provided by IBM☂s PROFSorDigital☂s
ALL-IN-1. These systems will usually be interconnected via a
high-function gateway, and access to public mail services will
usually be provided via gateways specific to each system. Other
organisations have a greater numberofdifferent mail systems, and
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Figure 5.1 Soft.Switch☂s architecture enables different mail systems to be

interconnected via mail servers
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in suchcases, the interconnectionofdifferent mail systems through
specific gateways is virtually impossible.
The mail architecture that such organisations should be planning
to migrate to is shown in Figure 5.2. It shows a backbone mail-
transfer system that is used to interconnect the different mail
systems.
 
Figure 5.2 A backbone mail-transfer system is used to interlink a range of

existing systems and to provide gatewaysto other services
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A corporate-wide backbone mail-transfer system provides distinct
advantages to large organisations that need to interlink a range
of existing electronic mail systems:
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Information passing from any one mail system to anyotherwill
have to pass, at most, through two conversion stages ♥ thus
minimising the losses that often occur as information passes
through gateways.
Business units will have greater freedom of choicein selecting
their mail system. Provided that the selected system conforms
with the standard for accessing the mail-transfer backbone,
users have immediate accessto the rest of the mail community.

♥ The organisation has the choiceof building its own corporate-
wide mail-transfer system,or ofcontracting the provision to a
third-party provider.In thelatter case, the third party does not
necessarily need to have access to the private mail systems
connected to the backbone (which may contain sensitive
information), or to the user names.

♥ Intensively used and expensive gatewayfacilities, such as a full-
function telex store-and-forward router, can be accessedvia the
backbone mail-transfer system, rather than via each individual
electronic mail system. This avoids duplication of services and
applications.

♥ Systems management, and systems-managementutilities, can
be provided across the mail-transfer system, increasingthe level
of service to each attached mail system.

If organisations do not have the option of providing a single
corporate-wide mail system,this architecture provides a convenient
wayofcreating an organisation-wideelectronic mailinfrastructure.
It will also allow the proliferation of different LAN-based mail
systems that is likely to occur over the next few years to be
accommodated in the mail infrastructure.
The architecture shown in Figure 5.2 requires clearly defined
standards that specify the interfaces to external public mail
services, the standards for the backbone mail-transfer system .
itself, and standardsfor interfacing individual mail systemsto the
backbone. Such an architecture is already used by many organ-
isations, albeit inadvertently. This occurs when one mail system
predominates, with other systems connecting to it via specific
gateways. These gateways usually provide different levels of
functionality depending on the connecting system,andthisrestricts
mail delivery across multiple systems to a minimum level of
functionality ♥ normally only basic text. Other organisations are
specifically planning to introduce a mail architecture basedon this
approach.Shell, for example, has completed a two-yearpilot trial
to assess the viability ofusing this architecturefor electronic mail,
and is now workingonthefull implementation. Its experience is
described overleaf in Figure 5.3.

Take a pragmatic approach to mail systems
based on international standards
The X.400 series of recommendations jointly defined by the
Consultative Committee for International Telegraphy and
Telephony (CCITT) and by the International Standards
Organisation (ISO), describe a model for a distributed, vendor-
independent electronic messaging system. They specify the
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Figure 5.3 Shell International is developing an X.400 backbone mail
architecture

In 1989, Shell started a pilot X.400 electronic mailtrial, called the Demonstrator
project. The aim was to determine whetherthe X.400 standard wassuitable for
providing a general backbone mailinterconnection service to Shell's other main
mail systems ♥ IBM's PROFS,Digital's ALL-IN-1 and Hewlett-Packard☂s Desk.
The pilot system was successful, and Shell is now implementinga full X.400
backbone mail service.
The objectives of the new X.400-based serviceare: ;
♥ To allow the different Shell mail systemsto intercommunicate with each other.
♥ Toprovide sufficientreliability and service levels to allow the mail service to

replace Shell's private telex network.
♥ To provide a standard and auditable way of communicating with other

organisations.
Shell believesthat, at the end of the 1980s, technicaldifficulties prohibited the
widescale use of X.400 serviceswithin organisations, but that many of these
technical difficulties have now been overcome,The introduction of X.400
servicesis therefore now a practical proposition. Shell warns, however, that
companies needa highlevelof technical expertise to interpret the meaning of
suppliers☂ statements about X.400. Despite assurances of conformance and
interworking, Shell has found that someofits main vendors☂ products have not
functionedasit would like, and it has had to use products from other vendors
instead.   

messaging protocols used by each participating system,the logical
structure of the overall system, the functionality of the principal
components, and the way the components interact with some
external services such as the X.500 directory services. The first
series of X.400 recommendations appeared in 1984, and were
extended significantly in 1988. Many of the X.400 public mail
services currently available are based on the 1984 standards.
These services are being enhanced to comply with the 1988 X.400
standards. However, the 1988 standards are now sufficiently
matureto allow them to be used asthe basis for corporate electronic
mail infrastructures. In particular, products based on the 1988
standards are becomingavailable.
The significance of X.400 is that any electronic mail system
complying with the standardswill be able to send messagesto, and
receive messages from, any other X.400 system. Eventually,it will
becomethebasis for a worldwide messaging system similar to the
worldwide telephone network, although this would require
cooperation between national telecommunications administrations.
During our research, however, we discovered widespread mis-
understanding of the role of X.400, and its application to solving
today☂s corporate electronic mail problems. With theelectronic mail
architecture depicted in Figure 5.2, standards needto be defined
at four levels. X.400 is the mandatory choice for one ofthe levels,
a sensible choice for another, and likely future choice for a third.
At the fourth level, an X.400 system should be chosen only if it
provides the required functionality.

The external access standard must be X.400
The external access standard specifies the interface between the
mail backboneandthe outside world, either to mail systems in other
organisations, or to public mail services. X.400 is the mandatory
choice ofprotocol for interconnecting the mail backbone to public
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mail services.It is also the preferred choice for interconnection to
other organisations☂ mail systems. X.400 is already used by many
organisations to connect to public services, usually via an X.400
gateway attached to each of the mail systems used by that
organisation. Access to other organisations☂ mail systems usually
requires bilateral agreementorboth parties to adhere to a common
standard. In the academic world,for example, different electronic
mail systems are interconnected via the worldwide Unix-based
Internet network. Webelieve, however, that Foundation members
should adopt X.400 as quickly aspossibleforall connectionsto the
outside world.

X.400 will be a commonchoicefor the backbone
mail-transfer system
Standards will also need to be defined for the store-and-forward
transport ofmail messagesacross the mail-transfer backbone. For
reasonsofeconomy,simplicity, performance,integrity and manage-
ability, a single backbone protocol should be defined, based on
industry-wide standards. The main choices are X.400, IBM☂s
SNADS(SNAdistributed services ♥ the standard that forms the
basis of IBM☂s electronic mail products), Digital☂s Mailbus, or
SMTP(simple message-transfer protocol ♥ the Unix equivalent of
SNADSor Mailbus).
The backboneprotocol should be chosen to match the organisation☂s
existing internal data communications and systemsinfrastructure.
In a large IBM environmentwith an extensive SNA network,for
example, use ofSNADSwill be morecost-effective and will provide
greater functionality than a separate X.400-based backbone. All
other factors being equal, however, X.400 is the most appropriate
choice for the backboneprotocol. X.400 provides highly functional
message-handling capabilities, and there is no need for gateways
to provide access to external services.
In choosing the products that will form the backbone system,it is
important to remember that the purpose of the backboneis to
provide a corporate-wide networked mail system that is complete
and manageable. Manyoftoday☂s X.400 product offerings provide
a standalone switch ♥ not the multiple-node network required for
the backbone.
Theinternal access protocols should conform to the
backbone architecture whereverpossible
Internalaccess standardsare required to enable the individual mail
systemsinstalled in different parts of the organisation to access
the backbone mail-transfer system. The protocols chosen should
provide the highest level of functionality to most ofthe individual
mail systems.In time, the X.400 protocols will be the best choice,
particularly where the backboneis based on X.400. In general,the
internal access protocols should be chosen to conform with the
backbone protocols. Thus, in an IBM environment, SNADSwiil
continue tobe the best choice. A particular point to consider when
choosing the internal access protocols is the level of complexity
involved in interfacing individual electronic mail systems to the
backbone.Individual mail systemsthat are not based on the same
standardsas the internal access protocols will have to be provided
with a highly functional gatewayin order to access the backbone.
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Individual mail systems should be chosen on thebasis of
integration, function and ease of use
The fourth level of standardsin the electronic mail architecture
concerns the standards that define the internal structure of the
individual mail systems used at departmental level. In general,
these systems should be chosen to provide the highest levels of
functionality to users, regardless ofthe internalprotocols they use.
Thus, an X.400-basedelectronic mail system should be chosen onlyif it can provide the samelevels of performance as alternative An X.400-based electronic mailsystemsandat a similarcost. The chosen systems must, of course, sysfem should be chosen only ifbe capable of implementing the internal access protocol. Thus, if if can provide similar costthe backbone system is based on X.400, each individual mail «nd performance to otherssystem will need an X.400 gateway,evenifthe system itself is notbased on X.400 standards. Doing this will ensure that users ofdifferent minicomputer-based and PC-LAN-based mail systems canuse the same underlying backbone mail-transfer system, without
loss of flexibility or performance.

Develop directory services based on
X.500 conventions
Someone wanting to makea telephonecall without knowing thetelephone number mayeither look up the numberin a printeddirectory, or call the PTT☂s directory enquiries services, or accessa computer system that holds a database of telephone numbers.Similar directory functions are required in an electronic mailsystem, so that theoriginator of a message(either a person or acomputer system) canfind out the mailbox addressofthe recipient.
Thecorporateelectronic mail directory is one of an organisation☂smost important information resources. Such a directory is essentialif corporate-wide electronic mail services are to be provided, andif coherent electronic links are to be established with businesspartners. Lack of a directory is one of the major problems thatorganisations face when they wantto migrate to new electronic mailarchitectures. We therefore believe that organisations should takeimmediate steps to develop coherent directory policies based on thenaming conventions of the X.500 international standards.

 

The X.500 recommendationsdefine the structure of entries heldin a directory database and the services that the database willprovide. They also envisage a distributed database environmentso that, in theory, X.500 directories could be interlinked to form asingle, worldwideelectronic mail directory. The entries in an X.500directory will be accessed by electronic mail systemsto obtain theaddressing information requiredto route a messageto its intendeddestination. X.400 mail systems are designed from the outset to beable to use X.500 directories. Other systems can also access X.500directories, but special interfaces will need to be written to allowthis to happen.

 

The structure of an X.500 entry is complex because it needs toinclude information about the particular person, device or serviceto which the entry relates, including the name, country, networkaddress, the organisation, an identifier such as jobtitle and so on.(These are known astheattributes ofan entry.) However, by usingthe X.500 naming andstructure conventions, an organisation will
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minimise future migration difficulties and will ensure that a
valuable information resource can be exploited as X.500 products
emerge.
Existing directories and naming schemes for other communications-
based services, such as computer networks, should be migrated over
time to conform with the X.500 standards. Organisations should
also develop a registration policy to ensure that all the relevant
information is loadedinto the directories.
Products to create and store X.500 directories and to enable them
to be used are becomingavailable, but we urge extreme caution in
using these products today. The implementation ofeffective, high-
performance, distributed directories is an extremely complex
problem.In addition, the X.500 standards are not yet stable ♥ for
example, those elements relating to the handling of replicated
entries have not yet been defined. The next version of the X.500
standards is due in 1992, andit will be several years after that
before stable, mature products, based onthis version are available.
Wesought the view ofBanyan Systems,which has provideda global
distributed directory with its Vines productsince the early 1980s.
Banyan☂s experienceis that, although X.500 can in theory allow
for unlimited levels in the directory hierarchy, user organisations
find that three levels are sufficient and are easier to manage. The
companybelieves that, until X.500 is a stable, mature standard,
suppliers providing X.500 implementations will have to provide
their own answers to manyofthe basic directory-design decisions.
Like other suppliers, Banyan is, of course, integrating the X.500
standardinto its directory developments.

Considerusing a third-party
service provider
In the preceding sections of this chapter, we have described the
elementsofa policy that will ensure that business benefits can be
derived from electronic mail. As we have described above, many of
the relevant standards are still subject to amendment and
enhancement, while others haveyetto be ratified. This situation
meansthat organisations wishing to obtain the benefits from the
mail-enabled applications described in this report must consider
carefully how to expandtheir mail networksacross diverse systems.
There are essentially two options available for the creation of a
corporate-wide electronic mail backbone ♥ either to develop an in-
housesolution or to use a public service providedby a third party.
Third-party network services provide the opportunity to gain the
immediate benefits of mail without incurring the overheads
associated with developing an in-house system. By guaranteeing
a standard, established and consistent interface, a third-party
service provides two main advantages: existing discrete systems
can be connected and the internal staffwho support the corporate
electronic mail system do not require a detailed understanding of
the workings of complex international standards.
In addition, third-party suppliers have the skills and resources to
exploit fully the features available with advanced mail systems.
Usersoftheir services thus gain access to advanced techniquesfor
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the manipulation and transfer of information between disparate a
systems ♥ facilities that are usually available in-house only tothe Use ofa third party gives anlargest, most sophisticated private-network operators. Inaddition, organisation immediatethird-party services usually provide a high level of systems audit access to advancedand management♥ features that are of great value wheninitial ☁echniques
systemsare being set up and monitoringofuse is required.
Several users of third-party services gave another, less obviousreason for choosing this solution. In many organisations, thepositioning of the corporate network-administration function maybe seen asa political issue. Using a third party to provide the serviceand to define manyof the corporate standards can be a way ofavoiding ☁ownership☂issues.

 

Report conclusion
In this report, we have shown howelectronic mail is evolving frombeing an alternative means of communication to having thecapability to fulfil a strategic role within the corporate businessand systems strategies. We have illustrated how the use ofelectronic mail systemswill changeover time and highlighted theissues to be addressedif the potential benefits are to be obtained.
For manyyears, electronic mail has often been regarded by systemsstaff and users as a peripheral application. By the mid-1990s,however, electronic mail will have become an integral part ofmainstream computerapplications.It is therefore essential thatsystems and business managers, at all levels and across alldisciplines, are aware ofthe changed and constantly changing scopeof mail-enabled applications.
The developmentofelectronic mail has now reached the stage whereit can help organisations to makeradical changesin the way tasksare performed and procedures are managed. Webelieve that, inmany organisations, the extent of its use will be limited only bythevision ofthe management.This report has provided informationand advice that will ensure that Foundation members are fullyawareofthe potentialof electronic mail.
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The Butler Cox Foundation

The Butler Cox Foundation is a service for senior
managers responsible for information management
in major enterprises. It provides insight and
guidance to help them to manage information
systems and technology more effectively for the
benefit of their organisations.
The Foundation carries out a programme of
syndicated research that focuses on the business
implications of information systems, and on the
managementof the information systems function,
rather than on the technology itself. It distributes
arangeofpublicationsto its members that includes
research reports, management summaries, directors☂
briefings and position papers. It also arranges
events at which members can meet and exchange
views, such as conferences, management briefings,
researchreviews, study tours and specialist forums.

Membership ofthe Foundation
The Foundation is the world☂s leading programme
of its type. The majority of subscribers are large
organisations seeking to exploit to the full the most
recent developmentsin information technology. The
membership is international, with more than
450 organisations from over 20 countries, drawn
from all sectors of commerce, industry and govern-
ment.This gives the Foundation a unique capability
to identify and communicate ☁best practice☂ between
industry sectors, between countries, and between
information technology suppliers and users.

Benefits ofmembership
Thelist of membersestablishes the Foundation as
the largest and mostprestigious☁club☂ for systems
managers anywhere in the world. Members have
commentedon the following benefits:
♥ The publicationsareterse, thought-provoking,

informative andeasyto read. They deliver a lot
of messages in a minimum ofprecious reading
time.

♥ The events combine accessto the world☂s leading
thinkers and practitioners with the opportunity
to meet and exchange views with professional
counterparts from different industries and
countries.

♥ The Foundation represents a network of
systemspractitioners, with the powerto connect
individuals with common concerns.

Combined with the manager☂s owncreativity and
business knowledge, membership ofthe Foundation
contributes to managerial success.
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